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SF Tooling Group GmbH (Schaufler Fischer Group) and Koide Co., Ltd. (Koide) are pleased to 
announce the signing of a strategic cooperation agreement aimed at enhancing high-pressure 
diecasting technology and services. This partnership unites two industry leaders to provide 
innovative solutions for Mega- and Giga-casting applications. 

 

Partnership Overview 

 

Schaufler Fischer Group, a global leader in large high-pressure diecasting dies, and Koide, a top 
toolmaker in Japan, will collaborate to win new Mega- / Giga die business from Japanese OEMs. 
Schaufler Fischer Group will leverage Koide's local expertise and services to offer 
comprehensive support to their clients in Japan. 

 

Mutual Commitments 

 

Koide will invest in Mega- / Giga die capabilities, introduce Schaufler Fischer Group to its 
primary market and offer die-related services for Schaufler Fischer Group projects in Japan. 
Schaufler Fischer Group will assist Koide in providing service to their customers in the European 
and North American market. 

 

Shared Vision 

 

This partnership is built on a mutual commitment to innovation and excellence. By combining 
their strengths, Schaufler Fischer Group and Koide aim to set new standards in diecasting 
technology, ensuring their customers receive the highest quality products and services. 

 

Statements from Leadership 

 

“We are excited to partner with Koide, enabling us to better serve our customers in Japan with 
local support and innovative solutions,” said Siegfried Heinrich, CEO of Schaufler Fischer Group. 



 

Satoru Koide, President of Koide, added, “This collaboration with Schaufler Fischer Group 
enhances our capabilities and opens new opportunities for growth and development.” 

 

Looking Ahead 

 

Both companies are committed to maintaining high standards of confidentiality and intellectual 
property protection while supporting each other to respond effectively to market needs. This 
strategic cooperation agreement represents a significant step forward in advancing high-
pressure diecasting technology. 

 

For more information, please contact: 

 

Schaufler Fischer Group  

 

Siegfried Heinrich 
CEO 
email: siegfried.heinrich@schaufler.de 

 

Koide Co., Ltd. 

 

Ryogo Koide 

Executive Vice President 

Email: koide-r@koide-net.co.jp 

 

About Schaufler Fischer Group  

 

SF Tooling Group GmbH (Schaufler Fischer Group) is a globally leading toolmaker specializing in 
the design and manufacture of large high-pressure diecasting dies, including those for Mega- 
and Giga-casting applications. With a commitment to innovation and quality, Schaufler Fischer 
Group serves a diverse range of industries worldwide. 

 

About Koide Co., Ltd. 

 



Koide Co., Ltd. is a premier toolmaker in Japan, known for its expertise in high-pressure 
diecasting dies and dedicated to delivering superior products and services through continuous 
innovation and excellence. 

 

This press release is available in digital format on our websites: www.schaufler.de and 
https://www.koide-net.co.jp 


